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Abstract. Ballistic transport through nanoscale devices with time-dependent
Rashba-type spin-orbit interaction (SOI) can lead to spin-polarized wave packets that
appear even for completely unpolarized input. The SOI that oscillates in a finite
domain generates density and spin polarization fluctuations that leave the region as
propagating waves. Particularly, spin polarization has space and time dependence
even in regions without SOI. Our results are based on an analytic solution of the
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation. The relevant Floquet quasi-energies that are
obtained appear in the energy spectrum of both the transmitted and reflected waves.
PACS numbers: 05.60.Gg, 72.25.-b, 71.70.Ej
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1. Introduction
The presence of Rashba-type [1] spin-orbit interaction [2, 3] (SOI) in semiconducting
materials can lead to spin-dependent quantum mechanical phenomena that are of
both fundamental and practical interest. In rings and loop geometries fundamental
interference effects can be observed, and they can have important applications as well,
mainly due to the fact that the strength of the SOI has been proven to be experimentally
tuneable [2,3]. The relevance of the physical system motivated extensive studies [4–22]
of quantum rings or systems of them.
Since the strength of the SOI – that determines the spin sensitive behavior of the
devices – can be controlled by external gate voltages, the question what effects appear
if these voltages are time dependent arise naturally. This point is to be investigated in
the current paper.
Transport phenomena in the presence of an alternating field can be strongly
inelastic, like in the case of photon-assisted tunneling [23]. Barriers with oscillating
height were investigated in a series of papers, mainly in the context of traversal time
and photon assisted transport, see e.g. Refs. [24–26]. Floquet’s theory [27] was proven
to be an efficient tool for the investigation of time-dependent transport in various
materials [28–33]. Transport related problems with oscillating SOI have been studied
in Refs. [34,35] for a ring, and in Ref. [36] for a ring-dot system. Additionally, Ref. [37]
demonstrated gate-driven electric dipole spin resonances in a quantum wire subjected
to both static and oscillating potentials. These works mainly focused on spin currents
and time averaged transport properties; in the following we take a different point of
view by presenting time-resolved results.
As we shall see, the oscillation of the spin-orbit interaction strength leads to effects
that are qualitatively different from the case of constant SOI. Most remarkably, we
point out the existence of time instants when the simple geometries we consider produce
spin-polarized output from a completely unpolarized input. This finding is in strong
contrast with earlier results that considered static SOI: as it can be proved (using
strong, symmetry based arguments), a two-terminal device utilizing any type of (static)
SOI can never produce spinpolarized output [38]. In the following we show that the
physical reason for the temporal spin-polarization we report is the spatial interference
of various ”Floquet channels” [34], i.e., quantum mechanical plane waves with different
wavenumbers.
In the current paper first we analytically determine the Floquet spectrum of
electrons in quantum wires with oscillating SOI, and use this result to develop a
numerical method for the related time-dependent transport problem. In Sec. 3, we
present time-resolved results showing that the oscillating SOI generates spin polarization
waves.
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Figure 1. The considered geometries. Grey lines correspond to quantum wires with
oscillating SOI. We assume no spin-orbit interaction in the input/output leads that
are indicated by the black arrows.
2. Model
2.1. Oscillating SOI, Floquet quasi-energies
The building blocks of the devices we consider are straight, narrow quantum wires (see
Fig. 1). The relevant time-dependent Hamiltonian can be written [8] as
H˜(t) = ~Ω
[(
−i ∂
∂s
+
ω(t)
2Ω
n(σ × ez)
)2
− ω(t)
2
4Ω2
]
, (1)
where the unit vector n points to the chosen positive direction along the wire, and we
introduced the characteristic kinetic energy ~Ω = ~2/2m∗a2 (with a being the relevant
length scale, see Fig. 1). The length variable (in units of a) along the wire is denoted by
s. H˜ depends on time via the strength of the SOI ω(t) = α(t)/a, where it is the Rashba
parameter α that can be tuned by external electrodes [2,3]. In the following we assume:
ω(t) = ω0 + ω1 cos(ν˜t). (2)
Note that H˜ is linear in ω(t) [the compact form given by Eq. (1) does not show it
explicitly, but the quadratic terms cancel each other]. Introducing dimensionless units,
the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation reads
i
∂
∂τ
|ψ〉(τ) = H(τ)|ψ〉(τ), (3)
where τ = Ωt and H = H˜/~Ω. The time-dependent part of the SOI can be written as
ω1 cos(ντ), where ν = ν˜/Ω. Note that for a = 100 nm, m
∗ = 0.067me (GaAs), ω0/Ω ≈ 5
is in the experimentally achievable range, and Ω is of the order of 1011 Hz. For larger
samples – according to the scaling discussed above – the characteristic frequencies are
lower, and therefore the experimentally achievable maximal SOI strength corresponds
to lower values of ω0/Ω.
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Since the Hamiltonian appearing in Eq. (3) is periodic in time, H(τ) = H(τ + T )
with T = 2π/ν, Floquet theory [27] can be applied. Using a plane wave basis, the
spinors [39]
|ϕ±〉(s) = e
iks
√
2
(
1
±ieiδ,
)
(4)
satisfy
H(τ)|ϕ±〉(s) =
[
k2 ± kω(τ)
Ω
]
|ϕ±〉(s), (5)
where δ is the azimuthal angle corresponding to n and the wave number k is measured
in units of 1/a. Since [H(τ), H(τ ′)] = 0, the eigenspinors above can be used to construct
solutions to the time-dependent equation (3):
|ϕ±〉(s, τ) = exp
[
−ik2τ ∓ ik
∫ τ
0
ω(τ ′)
Ω
dτ ′
]
|ϕ±〉(s). (6)
Using the explicit form of the oscillating SOI, and performing the integral in the
exponent, we obtain that the two nonequivalent Floquet quasienergies for a fixed
wavenumber k are given by
ε±(k) = k2 ± kω0
Ω
, (7)
and the ”time-dependent basis spinors” read
|ϕ±〉(s, τ) = exp
[
−iε±(k)τ ∓ ik ω1
Ων
sin ντ
]
|ϕ±〉(s). (8)
The frequencies (dimensionless energies) that appear in the exponent for a given k can
be seen most directly by applying an appropriate Jacobi-Anger identity [40], leading to
|ϕ±〉(s, τ) = e−iε±(k)τ
+∞∑
n=−∞
Jn
(
kω1
Ων
)
e∓inντ |ϕ±〉(s), (9)
where Bessel functions of the first kind [40] appear in the expansion.
2.2. Fitting to the leads
We assume no SOI in the leads [that are denoted by the horizontal (x direction) black
arrows in Fig. 1], and consider a monoenergetic input
|Ψ〉in = ei(k0x−k20τ)|u〉, (10)
where |u〉 can be an arbitrary spinor.
In order to obtain a time-dependent solution in the whole domain, the spinor valued
wave functions have to be joined at the junctions. We require the spinor components to
be continuous. Additional boundary conditions can be obtained by using the relevant
continuity equation
∂
∂τ
ρ(s, τ) +
∂
∂s
J(s, τ) = 0, (11)
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where the (unnormalized) electron density is given by
ρ(s, τ) = 〈Ψ|Ψ〉(s, τ), (12)
while the corresponding current density [8] reads
J(s, τ) = 2Re〈Ψ| − i ∂
∂s
+
ω(t)
2Ω
n(σ × ez)|Ψ〉(s, τ). (13)
|Ψ〉(s, τ) above denotes a solution to the the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation (3)
and the inner product and the expectation value appearing in Eqs. (12) and (13) are
understood in the spinor sense, that is, no spatial integration is involved. As usual, the
physical meaning of the continuity equation (11) is seen most directly by integrating it
over a finite spatial domain: The (unnormalized) probability of finding an electron inside
the domain changes as a consequence of the currents flowing in/out at the boundaries.
Focusing on a certain junction, we obtain that the current that enters the junction,
should also leave it – always, i.e., at any time instants. As we shall see, the boundary
conditions [41] described above can be handled conveniently in the frequency domain.
Let ǫ0 = k
2
0 denote the (dimensionless) frequency of the input. A spinor valued
wave with this frequency partially enters the domain of oscillating SOI (and partially
gets reflected). According to the previous subsection, whenever a frequency component
ǫ0 appears in the solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation (3), an infinite
number of additional ”Floquet channels” [34] corresponding to frequencies
ǫn = ǫ0 + nν (14)
open for transmission (with n being integer). Therefore the frequency components
given by Eq. (14) should be taken into account. However, these frequencies are also
sufficient for the complete description of the problem: Since the frequency resolved
fitting equations are linear and generally nondegenerate, they provide a nonzero result
only for nonzero input, i.e., for the set of frequencies given by Eq. (14).
According to Eq. (9), inside a domain with oscillating SOI, the relevant frequencies
are members of the set (14), if one of the Floquet quasi-energies (7) is equal to ǫn, with
an arbitrary integer n. The solutions of the equations ε±(k) = ǫn are
k+1,2(ǫn) = −
ω0
2Ω
±
√
ω20
4Ω2
+ ǫn (15)
and
k−1,2(ǫn) =
ω0
2Ω
±
√
ω20
4Ω2
+ ǫn, (16)
where the subscripts correspond to the ± signs in the equations. Using these wave
vectors, a general solution that contains all the frequencies relevant for the description
of the problem with the monoenergetic input (10) can be written as
|Ψ〉osc =
+∞∑
n=−∞
∑
m=1,2
(
a+nm|ϕ+〉nm + a−nm|ϕ−〉nm
)
, (17)
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where a+n,m are unknown coefficients, the space and time dependence of the spinors have
been omitted, and |ϕ±〉n,m denote |ϕ±〉(s, τ) evaluated at ε±(k) = ǫn and k = k±m(ǫn).
That is,
|ϕ±〉nm = e−iǫnτ
+∞∑
ℓ=−∞
Jℓ
(
k±m(ǫn)ω1
Ων
)
e∓iℓντ |ϕ±〉(s). (18)
The relevant spinor valued wave function in the input lead is the sum of |Ψ〉in and
the reflected part:
|Ψ〉ref(x, τ) =
∑
n
e−i(k
′
n
x+ǫnτ)
(
r↑n| ↑〉+ r↓n| ↓〉
)
, (19)
where
k′n =
√
ǫn, (20)
while | ↑〉 and | ↓〉 can be arbitrary, provided they are orthogonal in the spinor sense.
Note that for negative ǫn, k
′
n becomes imaginary; by choosing k
′
n = i
√−ǫn, we can ensure
that the corresponding waves decay exponentially towards x = −∞. These ”evanescent”
solutions can play an important role in our description based on Floquet states. (The
wave numbers k±i (ǫn) given by Eqs. (15) and (16) can also be purely imaginary, but in
such cases both signs of the square root are allowed, since they contribute to the wave
function in a finite domain.)
The transmitted solution in the output lead is analogous to |Ψ〉ref , only the signs
of the wave numbers are opposite due to the different propagation directions:
|Ψ〉trans(x, τ) =
∑
n
ei(k
′
n
x−ǫnτ)
(
t↑n| ↑〉+ t↓n| ↓〉
)
. (21)
Eqs. (17), (19) and (21) describe the spinor valued solutions of the time-dependent
Schro¨dinger equation in all spatial domains. In order to take boundary conditions
into account, first one has to evaluate these solutions and their spatial derivatives at
the junctions (including the internal ones that are not connected to the input/output
leads). As one can see easily, Griffith’s boundary conditions [41] mean a system of
linear equations for the coefficients appearing in Eqs. (17), (19) and (21). Although in
principle we have an infinite number of equations, since the Bessel functions Jn for a
given argument decrease as a function of their index [40], correct numerical solutions can
be obtained by limiting ourselves to a finite number of frequencies. The convergence
of the Jacobi-Anger expansion as well as the obtained wave functions were carefully
checked when calculating the results to be presented in the following.
3. Results
3.1. Oscillation of the spin direction
The simple straight geometry shown by Fig. 1(a) already shows important consequences
of the oscillating SOI. Additionally, it can be used to determine the parameter ranges
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to focus on. Although the term ”traverse time” is difficult to interpret when the input
is an infinite wave, the ratio of the length a and c = E(k)/~k with a characteristic wave
vector k can tell us which SOI oscillation frequency domain is quasistatic. Accordingly,
when ν ≪ k (in dimensionless units), SOI oscillation related effects are expected to be
weak. Furthermore, by inspecting Eqs. (15-17), one can see that the oscillating part
of the SOI alone does not induce spin precession. However, when ω0 6= 0, the wave
numbers that belong to different eigenspinor directions are not the same, thus the spin
direction related to superpositions have a nontrivial spatial dependence.
a)
b)
τ=0
τ=Τ/2
Figure 2. Snapshots of the spin direction along a quantum wire. Oscillating SOI is
present in the central region (where the color of the wire is gray.) The parameters are
ω0/Ω = ω1/Ω = 9, ν = 1 and k0a = 1.5. The top panel corresponds to τ = 0, while
τ = T/2 for panel b). The thin black line that connects the arrowheads is plotted in
order to guide the eyes.
Fig. 2 demonstrates this effect. In order to focus on the spin direction alone, the
solution |Ψ〉(s, τ) (that stands for |Ψ〉ref(x, τ) + |Ψ〉in(x, τ), |Ψ〉osc(s, τ) or |Ψ〉trans(x, τ),
depending on the position) has been divided by the space and time dependent electron
density given by Eq. (12) (which happens to be nonzero in this case.) The change of
the spin direction along the wire is represented by plotting
S(s, τ) =
1
ρ(s, τ)

 〈Ψ|σx|Ψ〉〈Ψ|σy|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|σz|Ψ〉

 (s, τ), (22)
where the usual Pauli matrices σi appear. More precisely, the arrows shown in Fig. 2
point from (x, 0, 0) to (x + Sx, Sy, Sz), i.e., they visualize the spin direction in a local
coordinate system. The input spinor valued wave function is polarized in the positive z
direction in Fig. 2. Note that considering any of the eigenspinors (4) as input, the spin
direction does not change.
Since any difference of the relevant frequencies (14) is an integer multiple of ν, the
time evolution is periodic (T = 2π/ν). Fig. 2 corresponds to two different time instants,
τ = 0 (panel a) and τ = T/2 (panel b). As we can see, the spin direction has a strong
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spatial dependence in the region, where SOI is present, and when ω0 is relatively large,
there is also a visible time dependence (see around the output lead).
3.2. Generation of propagating density and spin polarization waves
Although it is difficult to observe in Fig. 2, the oscillating SOI can generate waves
that propagate away from the source even in the case of a simple straight wire. The
physical reason for the existence of these propagating waves is that SOI oscillations
pump energy in the system, populate Floquet states with various frequencies and wave
numbers. Boundary conditions ”transfer” these populations to regions without SOI,
and the interference of these states appear as wave propagation.
Fig. 3 shows snapshots of the time evolution of the electron density given by
Eq. (12). The quantum wire is also shown in this figure, and for each point (x, y, 0) of
the wire (located in the z = 0 plane) ρ is plotted as (x, y, ρ(x, y)), see the solid red and
blue lines. As we can see, density waves arise and propagate even for moderate SOI
strengths.
The figure shows the time evolution of ρ(s, τ) for both eigenspinors given by Eq. (4).
Let us recall that the spin direction is conserved for these input spinors, i.e., in contrast
to the case shown in Fig. 2, there are no time-dependent spin rotations. On the other
hand, however, the space and time dependence of the probability density is different
for the two eigenspinor directions. Let us emphasize that this effect is absent for static
SOI, when the (time independent) transmission probability is the same for any input
spin direction for a two terminal device. This remarkable difference – on the level of the
equations – can be understood by observing that the wavenumbers (15) and (16) that
correspond to the two input spin directions are different when neither the oscillating, nor
the static part of the SOI is zero. Consequently, the spatial interference of superpositions
of plane waves with these wave numbers produces different patterns for different input
eigenspinors. Note that (as we shall see in the following subsection) this fact can lead to
temporal spin-polarization – which is completely absent for the case of static SOI. The
related ”no-go theorem” [38] for the equilibrium spin currents is based on symmetry-
based considerations, like the unitarity of the scattering matrix, that ensures that the
sum of the transmission and reflection probabilities is unity. However, the probability
density inside a region with oscillating SOI is generally not constant, thus due to the
continuity equation (11), the magnitude of the current that flows out of the domain does
not need to be equal to the current that flows in – at least not at any time instants.
This is the symmetry-related, physical reason for the qualitative difference between the
transmission properties of two-terminal devices with static and oscillating SOI.
As a final comment on this point, let us add that although the sum of the reflected
and transmitted currents does not need to be always equal to the input current, the
periodicity of the problem ensures that the average of these quantities over an oscillation
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τ = 0
τ = 0.2 Τ
τ = 0.4 Τ
τ = 0.6 Τ
τ = 0.8 Τ
Figure 3. Generation of density waves by the oscillating SOI in a quantum wire. The
solid red and blue lines show ρ given by Eq. (12) for the |ϕ+〉 and |ϕ−〉 eigenspinor
inputs [Eq. (4)], respectively. The parameters are ω0/Ω = 2.5, ω1/Ω = 2.0, ν = 1
and k0a = 1.0. Time instants when the snapshots were taken are indicated in units of
T = 2pi/ν.
period T satisfies the relation∫ T
0
Jtrans(τ)dτ +
∫ T
0
Jref(τ)dτ =
∫ T
0
Jin(τ)dτ. (23)
The reflected and transmitted current densities appearing in the integrands are to be
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calculated using Eq. (13) with |Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉ref or |Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉trans [see Eqs. (19), (21)]
evaluated at the input and output junctions, respectively. In practice, we can use
these average quantities to check the accuracy of our numerical method: whenever
the requirement above is not satisfied within the required numerical precision, more
frequency components (14) have to be taken into account.
τ=0.6 Τ τ=0.7 Τ
τ=0.8 Τ τ=0.9 Τ
τ=0.4 Τ τ=0.5 Τ
τ=0.2 Τ τ=0.3 Τ
τ=0 τ=0.1 Τ
Figure 4. Wavelike propagation of the spin direction in the output lead of the loop
shown in Fig. 1 (b). The parameters are ω0/Ω = 3.0, ω1/Ω = 1.0, ν = 1 and k0a = 1.5.
Time instants when the snapshots were taken are indicated in units of T = 2pi/ν.
In Fig. 4 we can see the spin direction in the output lead of the geometry shown
in Fig. 1 (b) for several time instants. The input spin is polarized in the positive z
direction (not shown), and the spin direction along the lead is visualized in the same
way as in Fig. 2. We can clearly identify propagating patterns in this figure.
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Figure 5. The output corresponding to a completely unpolarized input [Eq. (24)] for
the geometry shown in Fig. 1(b). ρ(x, τ) (a) [Eq. (26)] and p(x, τ) (b) [Eq. (27)] are
shown for parameters ω0/Ω = 3.0, ω1/Ω = 0.3, ν = 1.0 and k0a = 1.0. Recall that the
density ρ(x, τ) is not normalized; as a reference, ρ(x, τ) = 1 for a single spinor valued
plane wave [like the input given by Eq. (10)].
3.3. Time-dependent spin polarization
The results presented so far were obtained using a spin-polarized input. However,
according to the previous subsection, interesting results can be expected when the
incoming electrons’ polarization is random (which is usually the case), their spin state
can be described by a quantum mechanical density operator that is proportional to
unity:
Pin =
1
2
(| ↑〉〈↑ |+ | ↓〉〈↓ |) . (24)
Let us note that for a single plane wave, P is constant, but in general it can depend on
both space and time. We can calculate the density operator solution of the scattering
problem for the input density operator (24) simply by obtaining |Ψ〉 for the spin-up and
spin-down inputs separately (let us denote these solutions by |Ψ↑〉 and |Ψ↓〉), and add
the corresponding projectors:
P (s, τ) =
1
2
[|Ψ↑〉〈Ψ↑|(s, τ) + |Ψ↓〉〈Ψ↓|(s, τ)] . (25)
Note that the natural generalization of Eq. (12) in our case is the following:
ρ(s, τ) = Tr [P (s, τ)] . (26)
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The most interesting result related to P as a function of space and time is that
completely pure states can appear in the waves propagating away from the source. As
we have already discussed, this effect is in strong contrast with the case of constant
SOI, when a loop rotates the input spin direction – always in the same way, whatever
that direction was [9, 38]. The physical reason for the temporal spin-polarization seen
in Fig. 5 becomes most transparent by recalling Fig. 3, where the probability densities
had different space and time dependent interference patterns for the two eigenspinor
inputs. In other words, there are spacetime points where the interference is completely
destructive for one of the eigenspinor directions, but not for the other one. This results
in a completely polarized spinor. (Note that this is formally analogous to the case
reported in Ref. [42] for a loop with static SOI and two output terminals.) The results
to be presented in this subsection hold for both geometries shown in Fig. 1, but – due
to the increased number of paths that can interfere – the effects are stronger for the
triangle loop [Fig. 1(b)]. However, let as emphasize that the appearance of the temporal
spin-polarization as a physical effect has a weak dependence on the device geometry, e.g.,
we expect it to be present also for quantum rings (where the technique introduced in the
previous section has to be modified) as well as for various polygon geometries [43, 44].
In order to quantify the polarization effects, panel b) of Fig. 5 shows
p(x, τ) =
1
[ρ(x, τ)]2
Tr
[
P 2(x, τ)
]
(27)
as a function of time and the x coordinate in the output lead. Note that the
division by the square of the electron density is just for normalization. This function
measures the ”purity” of the spin state: its range is
[
1
2
, 1
]
, where the minimum and
maximum corresponds to completely unpolarized and 100% polarized (i.e., pure) states,
respectively. According to Fig. 5, almost perfect polarization can occur in the output
lead for moderate SOI strengths. Additionally, taking a look at panel a) of Fig. 5, we
can also see that ρ is not zero when the spin is polarized, i.e, there is a finite probability
to find the spin-polarized electron at that point.
3.4. Disorder related effects
Finally we investigate the question to what extent our findings are modified by the
decrease of the mean free path as a consequence of scattering processes. To this end,
similarly to Ref. [45], we introduce a random potential
Uscatt(x) =
∑
n
Un(D)δ(x− xn), (28)
where xn denote uniformly distributed random positions and Un(D) represents a 2× 2
diagonal matrix, with independent random diagonal elements Un1(D) and Un2(D).
The argument D is the root-mean-square deviation of the corresponding normal
distribution the mean of which is zero. These Dirac delta peaks mean spin-dependent
random scatterers and provide an effective model for magnetic impurities of various
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 0.5
 0.55
 0.6
 0.65
 0.7
 0  0.5  1  1.5  2
p(τ
)
τ/T
Figure 6. The role of spin-dependent scattering mechanisms on the production of
spin-polarized currents. p(τ) [given by Eq. (27)] is shown at x = 3 a for the linear
geometry shown in Fig. 1(a). The parameters are ω0/Ω = 5.0, ω1/Ω = 0.3, ν = 1.0
and k0a = 1.0. The red curve corresponds to the case without scatterers [D = 0 in
Eq. (28)], while D = 0.6 ~Ω for the black curves. This relatively strong scattering is
present only in the region with oscillation SOI for the dotted curve, only in the output
lead for the dashed curve, while the dash-dot line corresponds to the case when there
are scatterers in both spatial domains. Technically, we considered three independent,
randomly located scattering centers in both regions.
concentrations: D = 0 corresponds to the ballistic case, while increasing values mean
shorter mean free paths.
In order to see the physical consequences of the scattering processes, we perform
a sufficiently large number of computational runs with different realizations of the
random potentials (28) and appropriately average the result (see Ref. [45] for more
details). The polarization effect predicted by our model can be destroyed by scattering
induced decoherence in two ways, depending on the position of the scatterers: in the
region with oscillating SOI the generation of the spin-polarized waves can be hindered,
and/or the amplitude of these waves can be decreased by scatterers in the region where
they propagate (i.e., where there is no SOI). Note that the input spin state is already
completely unpolarized, thus there is no need to consider scatterers in the input lead.
As it is shown by Fig. 6 – according to the expectations – the polarization effect gets
definitely weaker when we introduce scatterers. Note that D = 0.6 ~Ω that corresponds
to this figure means a relatively strong influence on the transport properties, it increases
the reflection probability by roughly a factor of two. Moreover, Fig. 6 visualizes the
”worst case”, since nonmagnetic scatterers [where U in Eq. (27) is diagonal (this
case is not shown in the figure)] decrease the conductance by a similar amount, but
their influence on spin-polarization is considerably weaker. This fact emphasizes the
importance of spin coherence length in our findings.
The most interesting fact we can see in Fig. 6 is that the generation of spin-polarized
waves is less sensitive to scattering processes than the propagation of these waves: the
same number of scatterers with the same value of D have weaker effect when they
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are placed in the region where the SOI oscillates. That is, although spin-dependent
random scattering decreases the degree of polarization independently from the position
of the scatterers, when this process takes place inside the region with oscillating SOI,
spin-polarization still can build up, at least partially. This effect can be understood
qualitatively: the spin-polarization at the output is stronger when the ”interaction
region” (where the SOI oscillates and polarization is generated) is longer (with all
other parameters being the same). When the spin coherence length decreases below
the extension of this region, it defines a new, effective length along which polarization is
generated. Thus, realistically, in a sample with long interaction region and disorder, it is
the spin coherence length that determines the degree of polarization right at the output,
and this is also the length scale that tells us the distance below which the spin-polarized
electron waves can be detected in the output lead.
The results of this subsection show that the polarization effect we described earlier
in this paper is not extremely sensitive to scattering induced decoherence, thus its
experimental observation can be possible.
4. Summary
In the current paper we investigated spin-dependent quantum transport through
devices in which the spin-orbit interaction (SOI) is time dependent, more precisely,
it oscillates. By considering a monoenergetic input, we have shown the emergence
of electron density and spin polarization waves propagating away from their source,
i.e. the region with oscillating SOI. Additionally, it was demonstrated that simple
geometries can produce spin-polarized wave packets even for completely unpolarized
input. According to our calculation, this dynamical spin polarization effect appears
for realistic, experimentally achievable parameter ranges and remains observable when
moderately intensive scattering processes are also taken into account.
In other words, our model suggests a novel source of spin-polarized electrons that
can be realized with pure semiconducting materials without the use of external magnetic
fields.
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